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Uji Jinja

Iseshi Station (Kintetsu/JR )
⇒15min《Kawasaki Historical District》

Kotai Jingu
(Naiku)

⇒20min《Kuratayama Cultural District》
⇒45min《Kotai Jingu and Okage Yokocho》
⇒50min《Toyouke Daijingu and SENGUKAN MUSEUM》

p l ac es t o s e e
① Toyouke Daijingu (Geku)

③ Kawasaki Historical District

⑤ Jingu Museum of Agriculture

⑦ Museum of Shinto and Japanese Culture

⑨ Kogakkan University

Toyouke Daijingu, or Geku is one of two main
sanctuaries at Ise Jingu. Visitors customarily go first to
Geku and then to Naiku. Geku is dedicated to the deity
Toyouke Omikami, who is responsible for the harvest.

In premodern times, this neighborhood was a busy port
that goods and people from all over the country traveled
through. Today, several traditional buildings remain,
recalling its commercial past, and some of these have
been converted to restaurants, cafes, and shops.

The museum exhibits agricultural implements related to
the sengu. It holds about 4,300 items, including the rice
offerings made by the emperor at the most important
event in the Jingu calendar, the Kannamesai.

Kogakkan University's Museum of Shinto and
Japanese Culture introduces Japanese history and
traditions connected with Shinto. The exhibits include
content related to festival utensils, food offerings, and
rituals.

Kogakkan University is located in a lushly green,
natural environment near the sacred shrine precincts of
Ise Jingu. Founded in 1882, it has faculties of
Education, Letters, and Contemporary Japanese
Society.

② Kotai Jingu（Naiku）

④ Jingu Museum of Fine Arts

⑥ Jingu History Museum

⑧ Jingu Library

⑩ SENGUKAN MUSEUM

Kotai Jingu, or Naiku is one of two main sanctuaries at
Ise Jingu. Naiku is dedicated to Amaterasu Omikami,
who is the ancestral kami of the imperial family and the
most highly revered kami in the Shinto tradition.

The official name of the museum is the "Jingu Museum
of Fine Arts to Commemorate the Periodic Moving of
the Deities. " It was built in 1993 on the occasion of the
61st sengu. There are works of calligraphy, paintings,
and sculptures on display.

The museum was completely remodeled after the 62nd
sengu in 2013, and it holds about 13,000 items. Many
of these are connected to the sengu, including scrolls
and decorative pieces that were part of Jingu.

The Jingu Library holds about 260,000 volumes and its
collection boasts materials from the premodern period.
Many of its holdings are related to Shinto and Jingu. It
is located near the Kogakkan University Museum of
Shinto and Japanese Culture.

This is a museum to introduce the ritual of the Ise-Jingu,Shikinen
Sengu. The exhibit shows the general idea of Matsuri held at
Ise-Jingu, including the replica of Shoden, the main shrine for
worshiping the Kami(God), as well as the production process of
the Onshozokushinpo - divine treasures and garments for Kami.

Tourism information : English speaking staff as well as English brochures and maps are available at our tourism information offices.

